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Personal Finance (Grades 9-12)

“If you don’t have integrity, you have nothing. 

You can’t buy it. 

You can have all the money in the world, but if 

you are not a moral and ethical person, you 

really have nothing.”

Henry Kravis, businessman

“If I have enough money to eat I’m good.”

Shia LaBeouf, actor and director 

“Money is power, freedom, a cushion, the root 

of all evil, the sum of blessings.”

Carl Sandburg, writer and editor

“Whoever said money can’t buy happiness 

simply didn’t know where to go shopping.”

Bo Derek, actress, movie producer, 
and model

“People say money ain’t nothing; money is 

basically everything.”

Meek Mill, hip hop recording artist

“Cause I don’t care too much for money, for 

money can’t buy me love.”

The Beatles, rock band

Money On The Mind
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Personal Finances
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Emergency Savings Fund

Do I Need to Save Money When 

I’m Just Starting Out?
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Pay Yourself First (PYF)

How do I Save with a 

Modest Income?
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Setting Goals

Spending Habits:

The “Latte Factor”
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What’s Your Spending Personality?

Spender or Saver?

Each of these students received $20 from their grandparents on their birthday. Which 
spending personality are they?

A. I went straight to the recycled pickle jar I use as a bank and stuffed the money inside. I felt satisfied, 

knowing I would soon have the $100 needed to open a real savings account at the bank.

B. I barely got the money out of the envelope before my baby sister showed up demanding repayment of 

a loan for an afternoon of shopping at the mall.

C. I spent the lunch break using the school computers in the library to see how many different things $20 

could buy on Etsy and Pinterest.

D. I put the money in a safe spot while I considered my options. Should I use the money to buy soda and 

ice to sell at the town parade next month? Or should I combine it with the last two months allowance 

and buy a savings bond?

E. I got online immediately to find a new cellphone case that would catch everyone’s eye.

Mathematically, the unit price when you buy 3 items is cheaper than buying only the 
individual item. If you bought 3 it would only be 33 cents per item. However, if you really 
only want one item and will not use the other two, you are better off buying the one item.

Which Is The Better Deal? #1

Tips on Saving:

Little Expenses Can Add Up!
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Tips on Saving:

Avoid Impulse Buying
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Tips on Saving:

Needs vs. Wants
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Evaluating Your Spending

Compound Interest

Play Video



Wise Use of Credit

Credit Card Calculator

How to Stay Out of Trouble with 

Credit Cards
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https://www.getsmarteraboutmoney.ca/calculators/compound-interest-calculator/
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Credit Danger Signals
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Consequences of 

Not Using Credit Wisely
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Credit Card Selector Tool

Which Credit Card is 

Right for Me?



Lesson Three:
Budgeting for your Future

Total Income Earned by Age and 

Level of Education (Average)

Post-Secondary 

Education Expenses

The cost of undergraduate education in Canada
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Budgeting & Saving 
for Post-Secondary
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Personal Finance Review
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Congratulations on Completing the Per
sonal Finance Program!


